This paper proposes a new approach to optimize the number of necessary SWAP gates when we perform a quantum circuit on a two-dimensional (2D) NNA. Our new idea is to change the order of quantum gates (if possible) so that each sub-circuit has only gates performing on adjacent qubits. For each sub-circuit, we utilize a SAT solver to find the best qubit placement such that the sub-circuit has only gates on adjacent qubits. Each sub-circuit may have a different qubit placement such that we do not need SWAP gates for the sub-circuit. Thus, we insert SWAP gates between two sub-circuits to change the qubit placement which is desirable for the following sub-circuit. To reduce the number of such SWAP gates between two sub-circuits, we utilize A* algorithm. key words: Nearest Neighbor Architecture (NNA), gate order
Introduction
After the seminal papers by Shor [1] and Grover [2] , there have been intensive researches for quantum computations. To realize general-purpose quantum computers, one of the major challenges is to find an efficient method to design fault-tolerant quantum circuits [3] in order to overcome the decoherence problem. When we perform an operation between distant two qubits, the error due to decoherence would occur frequently. Therefore, it has been considered to perform quantum circuits on an NNA (Nearest Neighbor Architecture) [4] where operations only on adjacent qubits are allowed.
To perform arbitrary quantum circuits on an NNA, we need to insert SWAP gates so that the two qubits related to each gate become adjacent. (Note that we assume quantum circuits consisting of only two-qubit gates like most of the previous works.) To reduce the number of inserted SWAP gates, there have been many optimization methods proposed; some methods consider the initial qubit placement, whereas other methods consider how SWAP gates are inserted.
Indeed there have been researches to develop design methods considering various kinds of NNAs, i.e., for onedimensional (1D) [4] - [11] , two-dimensional (2D) [12] - [15] and three-dimensional (3D) [16] most general model, some researches consider an arbitrary graph where each vertex corresponds to a qubit, and allow an operation only on the adjacent two vertices in the graph [17] - [19] .
Recently, 2D architectures have been studied the most intensively because they have more adjacent qubits compared to 1D architectures, and should be much easier to be implemented than 3D ones. For 2D NNAs, PAQCS (Physical Design-Aware Fault-Tolerant Quantum Circuit Synthesis) [20] is a good heuristic methodology to reduce the inserted SWAP gates. To reduce the necessary inserted SWAP gates, PAQCS considers mainly two issues. First, it finds possibly good initial qubit placement based on a graph generated from a each given quantum circuit. Next it finds possibly a good way to "move" (the contents of) qubits in order to make the two qubits related to each gate adjacent.
In the above-mentioned process, PAQCS assumes the gate order is fixed from a given one; it does not consider what is a possibly good gate order to reduce the inserted SWAP gates. Note that almost all previous works for NNAs do not consider the gate order.
Considering the above situation, this paper seeks a new approach to optimize the number of necessary SWAP gates when we map a quantum circuit to a 2D NNA. Our new idea is to change the order of quantum gates (if possible) so that we can decrease the number of sub-circuits which has only gates performing on adjacent qubits. For each sub-circuit, we utilize a SAT solver to find the best qubit placement such that the sub-circuit has only gates on adjacent qubits in a 2D architecture. This contrasts with PAQCS which find a qubit placement heuristically.
Each sub-circuit may have a different qubit placement such that we do not need SWAP gates for the sub-circuit. Thus, we insert SWAP gates between two sub-circuits to change the qubit placement which is desirable for the following sub-circuit. To reduce the number of such SWAP gates between two sub-circuits, we utilize A* algorithm.
We confirmed that the above-mentioned new approach has a potential to reduce the number of necessary SWAP gates compared with the approach used in PAQCS. Note that we consider a regular 2D architecture in this paper, but our framework can be easily extended to any architecture. This paper is organized as follows. We review previous design methods for 2D NNAs in Sect. 2. After that, in Sect. 3 we propose our design method, and explain how we can construct a sub-circuit for 2D NNAs, and how we can find a good sequence of inserting SWAP gates in our Copyright c ⃝ 2019 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers method. We provide some preliminary experimental results in Sect. 4 to show the potential of our idea, i.e., to change the order of gates. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper with our future works.
Nearest Neighbor Architectures
In a 2D grid architecture, qubits are placed on a 2D grid as shown in Fig. 1 . A qubit has four neighboring qubits at most. For example, in Fig. 1 , a qubit q 4 has four neighboring qubits which are q 1 ,q 3 ,q 5 and q 7 . When an operation is performed on distant qubits such as q 0 and q 4 in Fig. 1 , the decoherence error is more likely to occur. On the other hand, it is expected to reduce the decoherence error by performing a quantum circuit on an NNA. Therefore, to perform a quantum circuit on an NNA, SWAP gates are inserted to swap quantum states, so that a control bit and a target bit are adjacent with each other when we perform an operation on distant qubits. In this paper, S (q i , q j ) means a SWAP gate between q i and q j . C(q i , q j ) means a CNOT gate between q i and q j . q i and q j of C(q i , q j ) mean a control bit and a target bit of C(q i , q j ) respectively.
When an operation S (q 1 , q 4 ) is performed on the qubit placement as shown in Fig. 1 , the qubit placement is changed to one as shown in Fig. 2 . Since q 0 and q 4 are adjacent on the qubit placement in Fig. 2 , C(q 0 , q 4 ) is performed on adjacent qubits. Note that we do not change the qubit placement physically when we perform SWAP gates; only the quantum states of two qubits are swapped when we apply a SWAP gate.
When the initial qubit placement of a quantum circuit in Fig. 3 is one as shown in Fig. 1 , for example, we can get circuits as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 after SWAP gates are inserted. The quantum states of qubits change by inserting SWAP gates, so the output of the quantum circuit will be different from the original one. Thus SWAP gates need to be inserted again to restore the output after all operations. The number of SWAP gates is 10 in Fig. 4 , and the number of SWAP gates is 6 in Fig. 5 . As these examples show, the way of inserting SWAP gates affects the total number of necessary SWAP gates in order to map a quantum circuit to one on an NNA.
The Proposed Method
We divide a given quantum circuit into sub-circuits such that all operations in the sub-circuits can be performed without inserting SWAP gates in consideration of changing the gate order. In our proposed method, a SAT solver is used to determine if there exists such sub-circuits, and to construct sub-circuits. While constructing sub-circuits, the gate order is considered to construct sub-circuits so that they include more gates. After dividing a given quantum circuit into several sub-circuits, SWAP gates are inserted between two sub-circuit to change the qubit placement to the appropriate qubit placement for each sub-circuit. We employ A* algorithm to find how to insert SWAP gates to change the qubit placement. A* algorithm is a major searching method and it is also used to map a quantum circuit to an NNA [17] .
The overall flow of the proposed method is as shown in Algorithm1 and Fig. 6 illustrates an outline of the generated circuits by the proposed method. Details are explained in the following sections.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm to divide a given quantum circuit into sub-circuits and to insert SWAP gates between two subcircuits 1: while there exists a quantum gate that is not added to a sub-circuit do 2:
Construct a gate dependency graph of quantum gates that are not added to sub-circuits 3:
Use a SAT solver for a sub-circuit that includes all quantum gates in the gate dependency graph 4:
if UNSAT then 5:
Fail ⇐ the number of quantum gates that are not added to subcircuits 6:
S uccess ⇐ 0 7:
while S uccess − Fail > 1 do 8:
while there exists a sub-circuit that contains ⌈(S uccess + Fail)/2⌉ quantum gates which is not used for SAT solver do 9:
Use a SAT solver for sub-circuits that contain ⌈(S uccess + Fail)/2⌉ quantum gates which is not used for SAT solver 10:
if SAT then 11:
S uccess ⇐ ⌈(S uccess + Fail)/2⌉ 12: break 13: else 14:
if we have already checked all the possible subcircuits having ⌈(S uccess + Fail)/2⌉ quantum gates by a SAT solver then 15:
Fail 
Constructing Sub-Circuits in Consideration of Changing the Gate Order
A gate dependency graph is used to construct sub-circuits of a quantum circuit in consideration of changing the gate order. A gate dependency graph is a directed graph that shows the dependency of quantum gates in a quantum circuit. When quantum gates are not commutative, we define that there is dependency between those quantum gates. A gate dependency graph of a quantum circuit in Fig. 7 is as shown in Fig. 8 . In the quantum circuit in Fig. 7 , a target bit of C 1 is the same as a control bit of C 2 . Thus these quantum gates are not commutative, and C 2 must be performed after performing C 1 . In the gate dependency graph as shown in Fig. 8 , there is a directed edge from node C 1 to node C 2 . This means that C 1 and C 2 are not commutative, and C 2 must be performed after performing C 1 . There is no path from C 2 to C 3 (or vice versa) in Fig. 8 , and thus we can change the gate order of C 2 and C 3 . While constructing sub-circuits, we consider the gate order by using a gate dependency graph to construct sub-circuits that includes more gates.
Let us show an example by using a circuit as shown in Fig. 9 and its gate dependency graph as shown in Fig. 10 . In the following, a sub-circuit is denoted by S i , and S i is a set of quantum gates. We first consider S 1 = {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 , C 6 , C 7 , C 8 } as a target sub-circuit of the quantum circuit in Fig. 9 that includes the largest number of quantum gates. When a SAT solver is used for S 1 to find a qubit placement such that all the operations in S 1 can be performed on an NNA architecture, the SAT solver returns that such a qubit placement does not exist. Accordingly, we try a new sub-circuit, S 2 , which includes half number of quantum gates as S 1 ; S 2 includes 4 quantum gates.
When constructing S 2 , it is necessary to select quantum gates from the root of the gate dependency graph in Fig. 10 in order to keep the dependency of quantum gates. Considering the above, we consider
When a SAT solver is used for S 2 to find a qubit placement that all operations can be performed on an NNA architecture, this time the SAT solver returns that there exists such a qubit placement. Because we want to find a sub-circuit that includes more quantum gates (if there is), we try another new sub-circuit, S 3 , which contains (|S 1 | + |S 2 |)/2 = 6 quantum gates. This is because we already know that there is a desirable sub-circuit having |S 2 | gates, and also there is no such a sub-circuit having |S 1 | gates, and thus we try to find a circuit having the average number of |S 1 | and |S 2 | quantum gates; this is a standard binary-search technique.
Thus, by considering the dependency of quantum gates, we try S 3 = {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 , C 6 } after S 2 . When a SAT solver is used for S 3 to find a qubit placement that all operations can be performed on a NNA architecture, the Fig. 9 An example of a quantum circuit to explain the constructing method of sub-circuits. SAT solver returns that there does not exist such a qubit placement. Then, for the next trial, we use a SAT solver for 8 } that also has 6 quantum gates, and then the SAT solver returns that there exists such a qubit placement.
Accordingly, in the same way as constructing S 3 , we construct another new sub-circuit, S 5 , which includes (|S 1 | + |S 4 |)/2 = 7 quantum gates. Thus, by considering the dependency of quantum gates, we consider S 5 = {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 , C 6 , C 8 } next. When a SAT solver is used for S 5 , the SAT solver returns that there does not exist such a qubit placement. When a SAT solver is used for another sub-circuit that also has 7 quantum gates, the SAT solver returns that there does not exist such a qubit placement.
In conclusion, S 4 in Fig. 11 is a sub-circuit that has the largest number of quantum gates for our purpose. We can find a sub-circuit including the largest number of quantum gates by the above-mentioned binary search-based method.
Usually a sub-circuit containing the largest number of gates seems to be a good choice. However, sometimes such a sub-circuit needs too many SWAP gates to get the qubit placement for the sub-circuit. If we select such a sub-circuit, the final result may become worse. So, we try to select possibly the best sub-circuits as follows. We check how many SWAP gates are needed to get the qubit placement for all the possible sub-circuits to be performed on an NNA architecture. Then we select one sub-circuit such that the number of gates in the sub-circuit divided by that of inserted SWAP gates is the largest.
Qubit Placement with a SAT Solver
In the following, we consider qubits are placed on a 2D grid as shown in Fig. 13 . If we choose the qubit placement as shown in Fig. 13 , the control and the target bits are adjacent for all CNOT gates in the quantum circuit as shown in Fig. 12 . Thus all operations in Fig. 12 can be performed 
Fig. 12
A quantum circuit in which all operations can be performed on NNA without inserting SWAP gates.
Fig. 13
A qubit placement that allows the quantum circuit in Fig. 12 to be performed on an NNA without inserting any SWAP gate. without inserting SWAP gates on this qubit placement.
In the following, we propose a method to find such a good 2D placement based on a Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT). Namely, we formulate a qubit placement problem as a Boolean function (i.e., a SAT problem instance) as follows: the derived Boolean function is satisfiable if and only if there exists a qubit placement for a given quantum circuit to be performed on an NNA without inserting SWAP gates. A SAT solver as explained below is used to figure out that such a qubit placement exists, and if it exists, the solver also finds how qubits are placed.
A SAT solver determines the satisfiability of a given Boolean function, and it can also provide a satisfying assignment when the problem is satisfiable. In our proposed method, one variable is used to express whether or not each qubit is placed on each cell on a 2D grid, and all the necessary conditions are expressed by Boolean formulas with such variables as we will explain in the following.
The following three conditions are needed to assign qubits on a 2D grid such that all operations in a sub-circuit can be performed without inserting SWAP gates. whether qubit q k is assigned to (i, j) or not. Namely, when qubit q k is assigned to (i, j), x i, j,k becomes 1. Otherwise x i, j,k becomes 0. For example, if q 1 is assigned to (2, 0), x 2,0,1 becomes 1. If q 1 is not assigned to (2, 0), x 2,0,1 becomes 0.
First we consider the expression for Condition 1. For example, when there is a CNOT gate that has q 2 as a control bit and q 4 as a target bit, q 2 and q 4 have to be assigned adjacently. Thus, if q 2 is assigned to (1, 1) , q 4 has to be assigned to either one of (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 2) or (2, 1). Accordingly, when x 1,1,2 is 1, either of x 0,1,4 , x 1,0,4 , x 1,2,4 or x 2,1,4 has to be 1. This condition can be expressed as Eq. (1).
We consider such conditions of assigning q 2 and q 4 to adjacent qubits for each cell. Then, by ORing all the Boolean formulas for such conditions, we get a formula for the condition such that q 2 and q 4 should be placed adjacently. We consider such formulas for each pair of control and target bits for all gates, and we get the formula for Condition 1 by ANDing them.
Next we consider the expression for Condition 2. For example, q 0 has to be assigned to only one of cells on a 2D grid. This can be realized by considering the following two conditions: The first one is that q 0 is assigned to at least one cell, and the second one is that q 0 is assigned to at most one cell on a 2D grid.
The former condition can be expressed as at least one of x i, j,0 has to be 1. Thus, as shown in Eq. (2), sum of x i, j,0 needs to be 1. The condition also can be expressed as Eq. (3).
The latter condition can be expressed as follows: For example, if we do not want x 0,0,0 and x 0,1,0 to be 1 at the same time, we have Eq. (4) which means x 0,0,0 and x 0,1,0 cannot be 1 at the same time. That is, when Eq. (4) holds, q 0 cannot be assigned to both of (0, 0) and (0, 1) at the same time.
¬x 0,0,0 + ¬x 0,1,0 = 1 (4)
We consider similar formulas for all pairs of cells on a 2D grid as shown in Eq. (5) . By ANDing these formulas, we have formulas for Condition 2 only for q 0 .
If Eq. (3) and Eq. (5) hold, q 0 is assigned to at least one of cells on a 2D grid, and q 0 is assigned to at most one cell on a 2D grid. We can consider similar formulas for all qubits, and by ANDing them, we have a formulas for Condition 2.
To express Condition 3 as Boolean formulas, we use a similar method used to derive the formulas for Condition 2. At this time, no more than one qubit needs to be assigned to each cell. For example, Eq. (6) expresses a condition that prohibits assigning q 0 and q 1 to (0, 0) at the same time.
¬x 0,0,0 + ¬x 0,0,1 = 1
We consider similar formulas for all pairs of q i and q j as shown in Eq. (7) . By ANDing these formulas, we get a formulas of the condition that only one qubit is assigned to (0, 0). We consider similar formulas for each cell, and we get the expression for Condtion 3 by ANDing them. ¬x 0,0,i + ¬x 0,0, j = 1 (i j)
By ANDing the above expressions for Conditions 1, 2 and 3 all together, we finally obtain a SAT formula for our purpose. Thus, by using a SAT solver, we can determine if there exists a good qubit placement that allow us to perform a given circuit on an NNA without inserting SWAP gates. If such a qubit placement exists, a SAT solver find an satisfying variable assignment as well.
There may be a case when several qubit placements can satisfy the conditions. To get another satisfying variable assignment, we use a SAT solver repeatedly with adding the negated conditions obtained before. In such a case, we adopt a qubit placement with the smallest values of h * (n) which is a cost function to measure the quality of an intermediate solution in A* algorithm, which will be explained in detail in the next section.
Inserting SWAP Gates by A* Algorithm
After dividing a given quantum circuit into sub-circuits each of which can be performed without inserting SWAP gates, our remaining task is to insert SWAP gates between each pair of two sub-circuits to change the qubit placement so that each sub-circuit can be performed without inserting SWAP gates. We utilize A* algorithm to decide the way of inserting SWAP gates as we will explain in the following.
A* algorithm searches a graph to find a way from the start node S to the goal node G based on a cost function f * (n) which is the sum of g * (n) and h * (n) as shown in Eq. (8) where n means a node found during the search of a way in the graph. g * (n) is a cumulative cost from the start node to the current node, n, and h * (n) is a heuristic function that estimates the cost from the current node, n, to the goal node. f * (n) = g * (n) + h * (n)
Algorithm 3 shows our A* algorithm which inserts SWAP gates to change the qubit placement. We add a searched node to the open list. We sort the nodes in the open list based on f * (n). A node with the least f * (n) in the open list is popped from the open list, and added to the closed list. This means that we select the node with the least f * (n) as promising to search first, and so we add all the nodes connected to it (i.e., the nodes we can reach by one move from the selected node) into the open list. These processes are repeated until we get to the goal, i.e., the objective qubit placement.
Each node in a graph used for our A* algorithm corresponds to a qubit placement. If two nodes are connected in the graph, a single SWAP gate can change the qubit placements between the two placements corresponding to the two nodes. In the following, S is the qubit placement of one subcircuit and G is the one of the following (next) sub-circuit; we find a way of inserting SWAP gates between two subcircuits by searching a shortest path from S to G in the graph for the A* algorithm. g * (n) is the number of moves to reach n from S . That is, the number of necessary inserted SWAP gates to get to the qubit placement corresponding to n. h * (n) is the sum of manhattan distance between the locations of qubit q i in the qubit placement corresponding to n and the objective qubit placement. When the qubit placement corresponding to n and G are as shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 , respectively, h * (n) is calculated as follows. q 0 is located on (1, 1) in n. On the other hand, it is located on (0, 0) in G. Thus, the manhattan distance of q 0 in these qubit placements is 2. The manhattan distance for other qubits is calculated in the same way, and the sum of the manhattan distance is as shown in Eq. (9) . Add m to the closed list 6:
for eachḿ such thatḿ is a qubit placement obtained from m by inserting a single SWAP gate do 7:
if the qubit placementḿ is equivalent to the one corresponding to G then 8: 
We show an example of inserting SWAP gates by A* algorithm as follows. In the example, we consider inserting SWAP gates to change the qubit placement from the one corresponding to S as shown in Fig. 15 to the one corresponding to G as shown in Fig. 16 .
OL and CL stand for the open list and the closed list, respectively. At first, OL is {S } and CL is {} since S is the start node. Therefore, S is popped from OL and added to CL. As shown in Fig. 17 , there are four ways to insert a SWAP gate to the qubit placement S and they are S (q 2 , q 3 ), S (q 1 , q 3 ), S (q 0 , q 1 ) and S (q 0 , q 2 ). These nodes are added to OL and then, OL is {A 1 (5), A 3 (5), A 4 (5), A 2 (9)} after it is sorted based on f * (n) which are in the parenthesis.
A 1 is popped from OL and added to CL because A 1 is one of the nodes whose f * (n) is the smallest.
Therefore, CL becomes as {S , A 1 (5)}. There are four ways to insert a SWAP gate to the qubit placement A 1 and they are S (q 2 , q 3 ), S (q 1 , q 2 ), S (q 0 , q 1 ) and S (q 0 , q 3 ) as shown in Fig. 18 .
Since OL becomes as {B 3 (4), A 3 (5), A 4 (5), B 2 (6), B 4 (6), B 1 (8), A 2 (9)}, B 3 is popped from OL and added to CL. Then, CL becomes as {S , A 1 (5), B 3 (4)}.
Similarly, there are four ways to insert a SWAP gate in the qubit placement B 3 as shown in Fig. 19 and they are S (q 2 , q 3 ), S (q 0 , q 2 ), S (q 0 , q 1 ) and S (q 0 , q 3 ). Now C 2 is the same qubit placement as the one corresponding to G, and so A* algorithm finishes.
The above example shows that it is possible to Fig. 19 An example of A* algorithm (Step3). change the qubit placements corresponding to the change from S to G by inserting SWAP gates in the order of S (q 2 , q 3 ), S (q 0 , q 1 ), S (q 0 , q 2 ). Thus, by using the above A* algorithm, it is able to find a way of inserting SWAP gates to change the qubit placement for the following sub-circuit.
Experimental Results
We implemented the proposed method and PAQCS [20] in C++ to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. We generated 300 random benchmark quantum circuits consisting of only two-qubit gates whose control and target bits are chosen randomly. Then, we applied the proposed method and PAQCS to them in order to compare the average number of inserted SWAP gates. In the experiment, we utilized GlueMiniSat 2.2.8 for a SAT solver and a 4.20 GHz i7-7700K CPU with 16 GB RAM. Each row of Table 1 reports the average number of inserted SWAP gates of 300 different random circuits by our method and PAQCS. Our proposed method can reduce the number of inserted SWAP gates by 54.43% on average compared to PAQCS. Even for larger quantum circuits, our method can find the solution within 10 minutes; On the other hand, PAQCS takes less than a minute. We confirmed that changing the order of quantum gates makes it possible to perform more gates on the same qubit placement (without inserting SWAP gates). We consider that this would be one reason why our method can reduce the inserted SWAP gates.
Our method inserts SWAP gates between each subcircuit, and thus the number of sub-circuits affects the num-ber of inserted SWAP gates in our method. In an extreme case, there is sometimes only one sub-circuit in our method when there are few quantum gates. In such a case, a SAT solver finds a qubit placement by which we can perform all the gates without inserting any SWAP gate. However, PAQCS may need to insert SWAP gates even in the same case because PAQCS determines the initial qubit placement heuristically unlike our method.
Note that both the SAT solver and the A* search used in our method need exponential time to the problem size. However, our experimental results show that our method can treat quantum circuits that are available currently like IBM-Q or in the near future. If much larger quantum circuits are available in the future, we may need to divide a large circuit into sub-circuits so that our method can treat each sub-circuit.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new idea to map a quantum circuit so that we can perform on an NNA; we proposed to change the order of quantum gates to decrease the number of inserted SWAP gates. By means of changing the order of quantum gates, we can indeed decrease the number of subcircuits in which all the gates perform on adjacent qubits.
We utilize a SAT solver to find a good qubit placement such that the sub-circuit has only quantum gates performing on adjacent qubits in 2D architecture. Moreover, we utilize A* algorithm to insert SWAP gates for changing the qubit placement between two sub-circuits. As a result, we can reduce the number of inserted SWAP gates compared to the state-of-the-art heuristic, PAQCS.
In our proposed method, the performance of A* algorithm get worse when the target quantum circuit become larger. Thus, our future work is to find a way to insert SWAP gates to change the qubit placement more efficiently than our current A* algorithm. Also, as our future work, we should evaluate our framework by using benchmark circuits which are used in the research community of quantum circuit design.
